December 22, 2017

Chemistry Department
McMaster University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
L8S 4M4

Dear Friends in the Chemistry Department,

At CityKidz we love Christmas. It’s a wonderful time of year filled with excitement and wonder as we reach thousands of children in Hamilton; giving them the gift of Christmas in the form of a hand-picked gift, wrapped and delivered right to their door.

Thanks for being part of our team and joining the libraries for their toy drive.

Your toy drive is important to us. So many of our “kidz” live in circumstances where monthly bills and limited resources leave little extra for gifts, for fulfilling wishes or answering dreams. Your generosity lets our children know, at a time of year when they need it most, that they are not forgotten, that someone cares and they are special. With such an incredible variety of toys our route captains can read each wish list and find that special gift.

I had no idea that gifts were hand-picked. This makes the thoughtfulness and the gift that much more special. Thank you! - CityKidz Parent

We are so grateful for your support and for your willingness to partner with us this holiday season. Because of you, we can bring smiles and wonderful memories to so many children in Hamilton. Together, we are planting seeds of hope and giving them the Gift of Christmas.


Taylor McCready
Marketing & Communications Coordinator

Claudia Adams and Lynn Knapp
Volunteer Toy Drive Coordinators
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